CALL FOR PAPERS

All interested parties are hereby invited to submit papers for the new edition of Oeconomica Jadertina 2/2024 through the University of Zadar online publishing platform “Morepress” (https://morepress.unizd.hr/journals/oeconomicajadertina) no later than 1 November 2024.

The Oeconomica Jadertina Journal is a scientific journal publishing so far unpublished papers primarily from the scientific area of social sciences - field of economics and management, as well as other scientific areas and fields related to economics and management.

The journal covers the area of economics and management, and other related areas. It is intended primarily for the publishing of scientific articles by young scientists and researchers, but also publishes works by established scientists. The special emphasis is placed on multidisciplinary approach.

The Journal's mission is the promotion of science, profession, scientific thought and scientific approach in the social area of economics and management, and other sciences exploring different approaches to the mentioned area.

The purpose and the thematic orientation of the journal is primarily focused on the development of theoretical and practical settings, analysis of concepts, publication of results of basic and applied research in economics and management, specifically in activities and operations and processes and relations in economics and management or related to the mentioned area, tracking the latest phenomena, scientific discoveries and trends with the intent of contributing to understanding the new paradigm of transition economies or the New Economy.

Local, national and global (general) topics from the scope of the journal are equally addressed.

After the initial review of the editor, the works are dispatched to two “double-blind” anonymous reviews. The review process lasts up to 30 days after which the authors receive feedback on the conducted review procedure.
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